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Areas of Learning Focus: Aliens Love Underpants 

Language 

Development 
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Story: Aliens Love Underpants (link shared) 

Rhyme: 5 Little Men in a flying saucer (clip shared) Revisit January rhyme booklet. 

Talk about aliens and where they come from? Discuss the planets, names of the planets, focus on 

which planet we live in and what you can see from outer space. 

Early 

Mathematical 

Experiences 

Create a washing line of underpants. Have a variety of sizes, colours and patterns available for 

children to sort and use. (see sample images) 

Collect bottle tops and complete suggested activities, for example, creating shapes, sorting and 

matching and counting bottle tops. (see sample posters) 

Play shape patterns game on Topmarks (See Link) 

The Arts Maybe make some flying saucer cookies. Using a simple baking recipe, add an extra ball of dough to 

the middle of the cookie. Once baked, you could cover in icing sugar and sweets to make them look 

like the aliens flying saucers. (see sample recipe) 

Make a flying rocket using kitchen roll or toilet roll tube. (see sample images) 

Personal, 

Social and 

Emotional 

Development 

The aliens take turns playing games. Why not play some games as a family and take turns? If you 

have games like Connect 4, Pop Up Pirate, or cards to play pairs, snap, you can play these with your 

child to develop sharing and turn taking. The above-named games can also aid colour recognition, 

sorting and matching, communication skills. Etc. Please use whatever games or resources you have at 

home. 
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Football is perfect for sharing and turn taking, kicking the ball to each other or even taking turns 

aiming at the goals. Hide and Seek is an ideal game for playing indoors and out. Not only is it great 

for turn taking but also counting skills and having fun. 

Physical 

Development 

 The Aliens have upside down pants races. Can you play a sporting game with your family? Maybe have 

a race, decide on a starting point and finish point. Have a game of football, who can score the most 

goals. 

Using clothes pegs is great for fine motor skills and developing the muscles needed for writing, 

encourage your child to help you hang up the washing and let them use the clothes pegs. See other 

fine motor activities. (see examples) 

World Around 

Us 

 Learn about the solar system. Which planet might the aliens have come from? Watch the solar 

system video. (see link) 

Can you make some planets? Use a variety of craft materials to make a planet. If you don’t have 

craft materials, draw one. Which planet will you create? Is this your favourite and why? 

 


